Functional Oral Health From Birth To Beyond

mYofocUs ONLINE OMT
VIDEO LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION

WHY IS AN ONLINE VIDEO LIBRARY USEFUL?
Quite simply, your OM treatment will be more successful.
The length of time taken to achieve functional changes depends not only on the age of
the patient. Excellent compliance and great technique while being compliant are key
ingredients to any successful OMT program.

COMPLIANCE

TECHNIQUE

SIGN UP NOW AND HELP YOUR PATIENTS
‘TAKE OFF’ TO NEW HEIGHTS WITH THE NEXT
GENERATION IN OMT ACCESSORIES.

TO SIGN UP VISIT:
https://www.myofocus.com.au/workshops/videos/
myofocus-video-access/

COMPLIANCE

How do we assist with compliance and technique?
If a patient forgets what the exercise looks like, they have an instant reminder without
having to email you or call your office.
Directing your patients to a high quality online library provides credibility to what you are
asking them to do. When they see others doing it, they can more easily see how valuable it
is and it no longer seems like a strange thing to do.
The library is shot with real patients with real dysfunction. Therefore, their challenges
when doing the exercises are visible. For some exercises, you can use their less than ideal
technique to point out common mistakes made when performing the exercise and better
coach the patient towards the exact technique that you as the practitioner have prescribed
for them. In addition, through seeing the struggles of others, your patients will feel less
alone and be more inspired to work through their own difficulties.

Our online video library consists of over
50 OMT exercises filmed in High Definition.
We hope they will be as much use to you
as they have been to us.

WHO CAN SUBSCRIBE?

COST:

Anybody with an interest in Orofacial
Myofunctional Therapy can subscribe.

AUD$990 / year (incl. GST)

However, for the following health professionals
this service may be of par ticular interest:
•

Dental and orthodontic teams

•

Speech pathologists

•

Body Workers such as osteopaths,
chiropractors, and physiotherapists

courses@myofocus.com.au
www.myofocus.com.au
Myofocus Mini Residency and Courses in Myofunctional Orthodontics

